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ABSTRACT

The present study investigated whether listeners perceptually map phonetic information to phonological feature categories or to phonemes. The test case is a phonological feature that occurs in most of the world’s languages, namely vowel height, and its acoustic correlate, the first formant (F1).

We first simulated vowel discrimination in virtual listeners who perceive speech sounds through phonological features and virtual listeners who perceive through phonemes. The simulations revealed that feature listeners differed from phoneme listeners in their perceptual discrimination of F1 along a front-back boundary continuum as compared to a front (or back) continuum.

The competing predictions of phoneme-based versus feature-based vowel discrimination were explicitly tested in real human listeners. The real listeners’ vowel discrimination did not resemble the simulated phoneme listeners, and was compatible with that of the simulated feature listeners. The findings suggest that humans perceive vowel F1 through phonological feature categories like /high/ and /mid/.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Distinctive features [8] are phonological representations supposedly related to observable phonetic properties of sounds: articulatory gestures, auditory cues, or both [5, 8, 22]. For instance, the feature vowel height corresponds to the first formant dimension (F1) phonetically. Accordingly, a language that uses F1 to contrast some of its vowels phonetically, is described as having the vowel height feature in its phonology.

It has long been debated whether the units through which listeners perceive speech are indeed distinctive features, or whether they are phonemes (for a review see [16]). The findings of a variety of studies suggest that listeners might perceive vowels through feature categories [7, 14, 23, 9, 2, 19, 20, 13]. To the best of our knowledge, however, no previous study tested directly the two contrasting hypotheses: whether listeners map phonetic information onto feature or onto phoneme categories. This question is explicitly addressed by the present study. We investigate whether listeners perceptually map vowels’ F1 onto height categories such as mid and high, or onto unanalysed phonemes such as /e/ and /i/.

The mapping between F1 and the vowel height feature is tested in a language with a typical 5-vowel inventory /i e a o u/. In the upper central region (i.e. halfway between non-low front and back vowels), typical 5-vowel languages do not have any phonemes. When listeners with such a 5-vowel inventory are forced to label stimuli from the upper central region in terms of their native phonemes, they assimilate [i]-like sounds into their native high vowel categories, /i/ or /u/, and [æ]-like sounds into their native mid vowel categories, /e/ or /o/ (see e.g. [18]). Experiments that test vowel identification thus suggest that, in 5-vowel languages, the upper central region of [i]-like and [æ]-like vowels contains perceptual /i/–/u/ and /e/–/o/ boundaries.

Labelling experiments tacitly assume that listeners map sounds initially to phonemes. If listeners map sound rather to phonological features, they do not actually associate the [i]-region with the /i/–/u/ boundary, or the [æ]-region with the /e/–/o/ boundary. Instead, the 5-vowel feature listener will initially perceive sounds from the [i]-region as the feature categories /high/ and /central/ and sounds from the [æ]-region as the feature categories /mid/ and /central/. These phonological feature categories are unlike phonemes in that they do not have labels that would be known to an ordinary language user. For that reason, it is virtually impossible to use vowel identification tasks to test whether listeners map sound initially to phonemes or to features. Therefore, tasks that do not involve explicit labels are better suited for testing the nature of the initial perceptual categories; among these are vowel discrimination tasks.

2. MODELED VOWEL DISCRIMINATION

We first simulated a virtual 5-vowel listener who perceives speech sounds through phoneme categories and a listener who perceives speech sounds through feature categories. We tested how these two listeners perceptually divide the vowel
space in a discrimination task, which does not force them to label the stimuli with the conventional phoneme labels they have established when learning the alphabet.

A discrimination task can reveal that listeners perceptually categorize a given auditory continuum if they report to hear a difference between sounds from some parts of the continuum but not between sounds from other parts [15]. Data obtained in a discrimination task yield a discrimination function, which is the number of ‘different’ responses as a function of the location along the stimulus continuum. A peak in the discrimination function (i.e., a larger number of ‘different’ responses in a small part of the stimulus continuum) corresponds to a category boundary between two categories [12]. A valley in the discrimination function (i.e., a smaller number of ‘different’ responses in a small part of the stimulus continuum) corresponds to a centre of a perceptual category. Note that perception of stimuli that lie at phoneme boundaries tends to be associated with uncertainty [17]. Therefore, listeners are more likely to consider two acoustically identical stimuli to be perceptually different if they lie at or near their perceptual boundary than if they lie far from boundaries.

In our simulated same–different discrimination task listeners heard the same F1–F2 token twice, and had to respond whether the two stimuli were the same or different. A discrimination probability was obtained for tokens across the whole F1–F2 space. The results are plotted in Fig. 1. It is seen that a phoneme-based and a feature-based discrimination result in markedly different perceptual patterns.

As is seen in the top left graph of Fig. 1, the phoneme listener divides up the vowel space into five categories, which correspond to the five phonemes /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, /u/. The phoneme listener has a vertical boundary in the upper central part of the vowel space, which can be interpreted as combining the /i/-/u/ and /e/-/o/ boundaries. This boundary is vertical because the categories /i/ and /e/ differ from /u/ and /o/, respectively, only in F2 but share F1. The phoneme listener also has four diagonal boundaries, which separate the phoneme pairs /i/-/e/, /e/-/a/, /a/-/o/ and /o/-/u/. These boundaries are diagonal because the two members of each phoneme contrast differ in both F1 and F2.

The feature listener, in the top right graph of Fig. 1, divides up the vowel space into nine categories, which correspond to the nine feature combinations /high front/, /mid front/, /low front/, /high central/, /mid central/, /low central/, /high back/, /mid back/, /low back/. The feature listener has two vertical boundaries along the entire F1 axis, which can be interpreted as the /front/-/central/ and the /central/-/back/ boundaries. These boundaries are vertical because all the /central/ categories differ from the respective /front/ and /back/ categories only in F2. The feature listener also has two horizontal boundaries along the entire F2 axis, which can be interpreted as the /high/-/mid/ and /mid/-/low/ boundaries. These boundaries are horizontal because all the /mid/ categories differ from the respective /high/ and /low/ categories only in F1.

Figure 1: Simulated vowel discrimination in phoneme and feature listeners. Top: discrimination in the whole F1–F2 space; darkness correlates with discrimination probability (black = 1, white = 0). Bottom: discrimination on a front, and a central F1 continuum at a front-back phoneme boundary (the continua are also highlighted in the top graphs).

The bottom graphs in Fig. 1 show that the phoneme listener, but not the feature listener, discriminates an F1 continuum in the central part of the vowel space differently than an F1 continuum in the front part of the vowel space. It is seen that on the front continuum phoneme listeners have a discrimination peak clearly separating two deep troughs, which can be interpreted as a category boundary between their phonemes /i/ and /e/. In contrast, on the central continuum phoneme listeners have a less well defined discrimination peak and less deep valleys, because the central continuum runs through their /i/-/u/ and /e/-/o/ boundaries, at which discrimination is already (by definition) high. On the other hand, feature listeners discriminate the front and the central continuum in a similar way. On both the front and the central continuum they have a discrimination peak clearly separating two deep troughs, which can be interpreted as a boundary between their feature categories /high/ and /mid/.

To sum up, the depth of discrimination valleys reflects how vowel perception differs between
simulated phoneme and feature listeners. The competing predictions of a phoneme-based versus a feature-based vowel discrimination on a front and central continuum are tested here in real participants.

We report on two experiments. Exp. I is a vowel identification task that determined the location of the central boundary region, i.e. the region that in identification tasks appears to separate front and back phonemes. The predictions of the phoneme- and feature-based perception models differ crucially in how perception in this boundary region compares to perception in a front (and analogously in a back) vowel region. Exp. II consists of discrimination tasks along F1 continua in the front, back and central ‘boundary’ regions of the vowel space.

The listeners were native speakers of the Moravian variety of Czech (MC). MC has 5 monophthongal qualities /i e o u/; all of which occur as phonemically short and long [21]. The vowels are defined by 3 height and 3 backness features: /i/ = /high front/, /e/ = /mid front/, /a/ = low central, /o/ = /mid back/, /u/ = /high back/ [11].

3. EXPERIMENT I

Experiment I aimed to determine the identification boundary between front and back vowel phonemes.

3.1. Method

The participants were 50 monolingual native speakers of MC (aged 19–26). The stimuli were synthesized isolated vowels covering the whole vowel space. F1, ranging from 280 to 1200 Hz, and F2, ranging from 800 to 3000 Hz, were sampled in 16 auditorily equal steps. The F1–F2 grid contained 194 tokens (see Fig. 2). The tokens were synthesized with three F3 values: 2900 Hz, 3260 Hz and 3700 Hz, which yielded a total of 582 different stimuli. The duration of all tokens was 330 ms, and the fundamental frequency had a rise-fall pattern. The stimuli modelled a female voice and were made with a Klatt synthesizer [10] in the program Praat [4].

Vowel identification was tested in a multiple-choice-identification task with response labels in Czech orthography. The 582 stimuli were presented in random order, with a 600-ms inter-stimulus interval.

3.2. Results and Discussion

Fig. 2 plots the responses: for each F1–F2 pair, the label selected by most listeners is shown and its size reflects the proportion of listeners who chose it. Visual inspection suggests that the front–back identification boundary lies at an F2 of 1790 Hz.

To numerically determine the location of the front–back boundary, we submitted the data to binomial logistic regression (BiLR) analyses. First we searched for an F1 value that lies at the boundary between high and mid vowels. For each participant we fitted a BiLR on her /i/ vs. /e/ responses, and a BiLR on her /u/ vs. /o/ responses, with F1, F2 and F3 as the independent variables. From the BiLR coefficients we computed the F1 value of the /i/–/e/ and the /u/–/o/ boundaries using the formula

\[ x = -\frac{\beta_0 + \beta_1 x_1 + \beta_2 x_2}{\beta_1} \]

where \( x \) is the F1 value of the /i/–/e/, or /u/–/o/, boundary, \( \beta_0 \) through \( \beta_2 \) are the BiLR coefficients, \( y \) is the F2 value of the /i/–/e/ or /u/–/o/ continuum (23.42 Erb for /i/–/e/, and 14.97 Erb for /u/–/o/), and \( z \) is the medium F3 value (24.97 Erb). The average high–mid boundary was found to lie at F1 = 9.832 Erb. In a second step, we searched for an F2 value that lies at the boundary between front and back vowels. For each participant, we fitted a BiLR on her /i/ vs. /e/ responses, and a BiLR on her /u/ vs. /o/ responses, with F1, F2 and F3 as the independent variables. The F2 value of the /i/–/e/ and the /u/–/o/ boundary was computed with the formula

\[ y = -\frac{\beta_0 + \beta_1 x + \beta_2 x_2}{\beta_2} \]

where \( y \) is the F1 value of the /i/–/e/ or /u/–/o/, boundary, \( \beta_0 \) through \( \beta_2 \) are the BiLR coefficients, \( x \) is the F1 value of the average high–mid boundary (9.832 Erb), and \( z \) is the medium F3 value. The average front–back boundary was found to lie at F2 = 19.542 Erb (99.9% c.i. = 19.029..20.055).

The visually observed boundary from Fig. 2 (1790 Hz = 20.005 Erb) lies within the 99.9% confidence interval of the numerically determined boundary. 20.005 Erb was thus considered as the representative F2 value of the identification boundary between front and back vowel phonemes, and was further used in Exp. II as the F2 value of the central vowel region.
4. EXPERIMENT II

Experiment II investigated listeners’ perceptual categorization of an F1 continuum in the front, back and central regions of the vowel space. Perceptual categorization was tested by means of a same-different discrimination task.

Exp. II tests predictions that follow directly from our simulations (Sec. 2). If listeners map sound initially to features, we expect to find similar perceptual discrimination – namely, equally deep discrimination valleys – across the front and the back, as well as the central F1 continuum. If, on the other hand, listeners map sound initially to phonemes, we expect to find differences in discrimination – namely, differences in the depth of the discrimination valleys – between the front and back versus the central continuum.

4.1. Method

81 monolingual native speakers of MC participated (aged 18–30): 24 were tested on the front, 26 on the back, and 31 on the central continuum.

The stimuli were isolated vowels created with a synthesis procedure identical to Exp. I. Vowels were synthesized along three F1 continua: front, back, and central, which are highlighted in Fig. 2 in blue, black, and red, respectively. F1 ranged from 280 to 725 Hz. The F2 and F3 were 2700 Hz and 3300 Hz for the front 960 Hz and 2900 Hz for the back, and 1790 Hz and 3260 Hz for the central continuum. Per continuum, we synthesized 260 tokens that combined into 130 stimulus pairs. The F1 distance between the vowels within a stimulus pair was 0.9 Erb, and the distance between two neighbouring stimulus pairs was 0.039 Erb. Stimulus design followed that of [3].

On a trial, participants heard the two sounds of a randomly chosen stimulus pair and answered whether the sounds were the same or different. The inter-stimulus interval was 500 ms. Each of the 130 stimulus pairs occurred twice.

4.2. Results and Discussion

Peaks and valleys in the discrimination function were assessed using the method described in [3]. On each of the three continua, the majority of listeners (namely, 11 on front, 14 on central, and 13 on back continuum) had one discrimination peak separating two deep valleys, which means that they discriminated two categories. The discrimination functions pooled across listeners are shown in Fig. 3.

As was shown in Fig. 1, the discrimination probability in the discrimination valleys for the modelled phoneme listener is 0.5 on the central and 0 on the front continuum: thus the difference between central and front in the phoneme listener is 0.5. In contrast, for the modelled feature listener, both the front and the central continuum have a discrimination probability in the valleys near 0: thus the difference between central and front in the feature listener is around 0.1. In order to assess whether our real listeners are compatible with the feature-listener model and/or with the phoneme-listener model, we computed from the data obtained in Exp. II the difference in discrimination probability in the valleys between front and central, and between back and central; central–front = 0.001 (95% c.i. = -0.134..0.137), central–back = -0.015 (95% c.i. = -0.150..0.120). Both these differences are very reliably different from 0.5, which means that the real listeners are significantly different from phoneme listeners in their discrimination patterns across the central versus front and back continua. The phoneme-listener model can therefore be rejected. By contrast, the confidence intervals of both differences contain all values around 0.1, and are therefore compatible with the feature-listener model. We conclude that for the real listeners the phoneme-listening hypothesis can be rejected, and that the feature-listening hypothesis cannot be rejected.

5. CONCLUSION

Our simulations showed that a feature and a phoneme listener differ in their discrimination patterns across the front (and back) versus the central F1 continuum. Data obtained from real listeners indicate that humans do not resemble the simulated phoneme listeners, and that their behaviour is compatible with that of the simulated feature listeners. This suggests that the phonetic F1 dimension is perceptually mapped directly onto phonological feature categories.

The focus here was on one parameter that showed most obvious differences between modelled feature and phoneme listeners: the depth of discrimination valleys. Further research is needed into additional discrimination parameters such as the number, location or height of discrimination peaks.
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